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Abstract—As Moore’s law slows down, GPUs must pivot
towards multi-module designs to continue scaling performance
at historical rates. Prior work on multi-module GPUs has
focused on performance, while largely ignoring the issue of
energy efficiency. In this work, we propose a new metric for
GPU efficiency called EDP Scaling Efficiency that quantifies
the effects of both strong performance scaling and overall
energy efficiency in these designs. To enable this analysis, we
develop a novel top-down GPU energy estimation framework
that is accurate within 10% of a recent GPU design. Being
decoupled from granular GPU microarchitectural details, the
framework is appropriate for energy efficiency studies in future
GPUs. Using this model in conjunction with performance
simulation, we show that the dominating factor influencing
the energy efficiency of GPUs over the next decade is GPU-
module (GPM) idle time. Furthermore, neither inter-module
interconnect energy, nor GPM microarchitectural design is
expected to play a key role in this regard. We demonstrate
that multi-module GPUs are on a trajectory to become 2× less
energy efficient than current monolithic designs; a significant
issue for data centers which are already energy constrained.
Finally, we show that architects must be willing to spend
more (not less) energy to enable higher bandwidth inter-GPM
connections, because counter-intuitively, this additional energy
expenditure can reduce total GPU energy consumption by as
much as 45%, providing a path to energy efficient strong
scaling in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

GPUs are the defacto standard for application acceleration
in the high performance computing (HPC), datacenter, and
machine learning domains. This is because each new gener-
ation of GPUs has supported both the expansion of problem
sizes (weak scaling) and provided seamless performance
scalability for constant problem sizes (strong scaling). To
support the strong scaling demands of applications, GPU
vendors have leveraged shrinking process features to dramat-
ically increase transistor density, while also manufacturing
ever larger dies [1], [2], [3], [4]. However, this approach is
coming to an end due to the slowdown in transistor scaling
and the optical limitations in lithography that restrict the area
growth of individual dies [5]. These issues are leading both
GPU vendors and GPU researchers to identify alternative
approaches to improve GPU performance scalability, most
often employing multi-module GPU designs using a variety
of integration domains [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

Figure 1 shows the expected evolution of GPU architec-
tures from a single monolithic die into multi-module GPU
designs. Multi-module GPUs will be comprised of multiple
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Figure 1: Scaling of future GPU designs via recent multi-
module GPU proposals.

GPU modules (GPMs), each with its own local memory,
interconnected either on-package [5], [9], on-board [6], [7],
[8], at the system level, or a combination of the above.
In order to deliver seamless performance scaling to GPU
users, the design goal for these systems must be that despite
its modular nature, the individual components must act in
unison to provide the illusion of a single unified GPU.

Prior work has explored the feasibility of multi-module
GPU scaling from a performance standpoint in both on-
package and off-package setups [5], [8], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]. Despite the growing energy constraints present
in today’s datacenters, prior work has failed to address
performance scalability while also considering energy ef-
ficiency as a first class objective. While several groups have
focused on GPU energy efficiency [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], these prior works have been largely focusing on the
microarchitectural improvements within monolithic GPUs,
rather than questions of efficient scaling in future multi-
module GPU platforms.

Multi-module GPUs usher in a new era of design consid-
erations where replication of individual GPMs is easy, but
supporting the aggregated design with sufficient interconnect
bandwidth and memory system localization is hard. Addi-
tionally, design considerations that are appropriate for small
numbers of GPMs (or a monolithic GPU) may no longer be



optimal for large numbers of GPMs due to differences in
the physical integration domain. To understand and reason
about these design decisions in scalable GPU systems, we
propose a new metric called Energy-Delay-Product Scaling
Efficiency (EDPSE) that takes into account both strong
scaling performance and energy efficiency. This allows us
to compare two GPU designs that may have dramatically
different hardware resources and understand if the design is
living up to its performance and energy efficiency potential.
Similar to the commonly used parallel efficiency metric [20],
we believe that future multi-module GPU designs will have
to exceed specific EDPSE thresholds (e.g. 50% or better) to
justify their production.

To understand multi-module GPU EDPSE trends we
develop a new, top-down, instruction-based GPU energy
estimation framework, called GPUJoule. GPUJoule is not
only accurate but is also largely decoupled from GPU
microarchitectural nuances. It is designed based on the
following insight – the overall GPU energy consumption
is the total energy cost of different types of instructions
executed on a GPU (or GPM), plus the movement of data
within the system to support these instructions. By focusing
on instruction execution and macro-level data movement,
GPUJoule is appropriate for system level scaling studies
where different multi-module GPU designs may implement,
for example, different caching organizations where the spe-
cific detail of the cache design is less important.

Utilizing GPUJoule in conjunction with an industry cycle-
level GPU performance simulator allows us to explore
EDPSE trends in multi-module GPU designs as GPUs grow
from monolithic designs to as many as 32 GPMs in the
future. Through this analysis we draw several unique insights
and conclusions about the future of GPU strong scaling
efficiency that will change the way GPU architects think
about architecting modular designs. This paper builds upon
prior work by making the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to

explore the energy efficiency of package and board level
integrated GPUs. To enable this analysis, we propose a
new metric called EDP Scaling Efficiency, that captures
both the performance and energy cost for scaling GPU
hardware resources. EDP Scaling Efficiency allows us
to understand and quantify the scaling efficiency with
respect to resources for future GPUs.

• We develop and validate GPUJoule, an agile
instruction-based energy estimation framework
for GPUs, appropriate for system scale GPU energy
projections. GPUJoule is accurate within 10% of real
silicon when empirically evaluated against a suite
of HPC applications. GPUJoule is publicly available
at https://github.com/akhilarunkumar/GPUJoule_
release.

• Using these tools, we demonstrate that previously pro-
posed multi-module GPUs, which considered perfor-

mance alone, are likely to decrease its overall energy
efficiency by nearly 2-fold, making them unsuitable for
energy constrained environments.

• We demonstrate that neither the efficiency of GPM mi-
croarchitecture nor the energy cost of the inter-module
interconnects will play a significant role in overall
multi-module GPU energy efficiency. Our results show
that inter-GPM bandwidth, largely irrespective of its
energy per bit, will be the primary factor in determining
the energy efficiency of these GPUs. Thus, to maximize
future GPU efficiency, the research community should
focus on system level data locality optimization and
improved interconnect technologies rather than GPU
microarchitectural optimization.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Scaling GPU performance through the integration of mul-
tiple GPMs along with their local and remote memories,
results in a NUMA GPU architecture as shown in Figure 1.
Such GPUs are expected to have unique characteristics
affecting their performance and energy efficiency. For ex-
ample, work partitioning and data locality nuances will
dictate the inter-module communication needs. Additionally,
the available inter-module bandwidth may vary significantly
based on the integration domain and signaling technology
employed. While state-of-the-art on-board interconnects can
provide 300 GB/s of interconnect bandwidth per GPU [21],
[22], this is still 3× lower than the 900 GB/s of DRAM
bandwidth available to GPUs today. Future on-package
integration technologies utilizing high density interconnect
along with high speed signaling [5], [9] are expected to
provide substantially higher bandwidth that may match or
exceed today’s DRAM bandwidth. Undoubtedly, DRAM
bandwidth will continue to grow as well.

Depending on the integration domain, inter-module com-
munication costs may vary substantially. On-package com-
munication has an energy overhead of 0.54 pJ/bit [23] which
is an order of magnitude lower than the energy overhead of
on-board integration (10 pJ/bit) [5]. While it is advantageous
to integrate in the most efficient domain possible, on-
package integration is not expected to scale to a very large
number of modules due to package size limitations. On-
board integration can also leverage efficient interconnect
topologies such as high-radix switch chips [22]. On-package
environments will likely utilize multi-hop technologies with-
out having dedicated switches, as these are more suitable for
their planar nature and limited resources [5].

Although it is evident that multi-module GPUs can pro-
vide significant strong scaling performance improvements,
they are likely to come with high power/energy overheads
compared to traditional monolithic GPU designs. While
power consumption continues to be an important point of
consideration, the energy costs of computation are also
becoming crucial given the growing electricity costs and
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Figure 2: The average energy cost of strong scaling, when
growing the number of GPMs using on-board integration.

carbon footprints of today’s massive data centers. As a
result, when designing and evaluating multi-module GPU
architectures it is important to take into consideration not
only performance or power in isolation, but also analyze
the overall energy efficiency. For instance, prior work has
shown that it may be possible to build 4, 8, or even 16×
larger GPUs than those existing today by integrating them
either on-package or on a single PCB. However, using the
tools developed in this paper, Figure 2 shows that there is
a significant increase in the energy required to compute a
solution (averaged across 14 workloads), with a GPU built
out of multiple GPMs. While this hypothetical 32× larger
GPU may be able to ideally compute the solution to a
problem 32× faster (if it could achieve ideal strong scaling),
it is going to consume 2× more energy, on average. Thus, for
a fixed problem size, this hypothetical multi-module-GPU is
only half as energy efficient as the baseline design.

For many GPU users, this energy differential may not
be of consequence as they might solely be focused on
time to solution or their private datacenter might have
additional energy headroom to spare. However, professional
datacenters and cloud service providers often operate at near
peak energy thresholds in order to achieve cost efficiency.
Therefore, upgrading components to less energy efficient
versions (despite them being higher performance) will likely
lead to issues in power delivery, cooling, and provisioning.
This trend towards energy inefficiency is what motivates us
to quantify and analyze the energy characteristics of future
strong scaling. By doing so, we can then understand what the
main architectural bottlenecks are that affect such energy-
performance trade-offs and thus, how to optimize them.

To be able to effectively model energy efficiency, accurate
performance and energy estimation models and simula-
tors are needed. Commonly used GPU energy estimation
frameworks adopt a bottom-up modeling approach [15],
[24], where the energy cost of each key microarchitectural
component is combined with the corresponding switching
activities to determine the overall GPU energy consumption.
While this potentially results in very accurate analysis, it
also comes with some significant drawbacks. First, since

most of the microarchitectural details of modern GPUs are
confidential, researchers are forced to guess and assume
particular organizations. This leads to a lack of accuracy
in energy projections, and requires adoption of additional
statistical (or hand-tuned) error correction methods (fudge
factors), that in turn reduce the overall flexibility of the
model [25]. In addition, a relatively complex retraining
process needs to be carried out for every new GPU gen-
eration in order to achieve acceptable levels of fidelity. For
example, our analysis showed that adopting a commonly
used bottom-up energy model that was tuned for NVIDIA’s
Fermi architecture without retuning it to NVIDIA’s Kepler
generation architecture, led to an average error of over 100%
in energy estimations of an NVIDIA Kepler GPU.

Such retuning process requires maintaining a set of
complicated microbenchmarks that are designed to reverse
engineer and isolate various microarchitectural details of
any given design. With the rate of GPU microarchitectural
innovation, reverse engineering the details of every new GPU
generation is a very challenging task and models that rely on
this process unsurprisingly lag behind hardware and become
irrelevant. Therefore, to understand and project GPU energy
into the future, GPU researchers need a different modeling
approach that is more sustainable. Prior work by Shao et
al. [26] has shown that top-down models can in fact be both
accurate and flexible in the CPU domain and we believe that
a similar approach should be able to provide these qualities
for GPUs as well. We address this need by developing a
novel top-down energy model for GPUs in Section IV.

III. EDPSE: QUANTIFYING GPU ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AT SCALE

Comparing two individual hardware designs can be done
using metrics like performance, power or energy (e.g. design
A achieves performance X, while design B achieves perfor-
mance Y). For systems with a mostly fixed set of hardware
resources, this generally lets us focus on performance as the
figure of merit. For precise energy efficiency analyses there
are even metrics like energy delay product (EDP) or ED2,
that combine energy and performance to allow comparisons
between two designs on equal footing.

While being useful in comparing designs having similar
resources, metrics such as EDP are not suitable for exploring
the efficiency of different design points when we scale the
GPU nodes from 1 to N. For example, let us assume that
doubling the hardware resources while scaling from Design
A to Design B provided an EDP that is 0.7x of Design A.
Although the EDP of the Design B is lower, we are unable to
infer if this was a good hardware investment. For instance, in
the ideal case, we should have achieved an EDP that is 0.5x
of Design A. This gap is mainly because the EDP metric
does not take into account the amount of resources between
two design points.
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Figure 3: GPUJoule top-down instruction-based energy modeling methodology

One prior approach that attempts to capture this effect
is Parallel Efficiency, a commonly used metric to quantify
the efficiency of strong performance scaling on parallel
systems [20]. Parallel efficiency is a measure of the fraction
of ideal speedup that is realized with scaling. If the execution
time with 1 processor is t1 and the execution time with N
processors is tN , then:

Parallel Efficiency =
t1 × 100

N × tN
(1)

However, we can see from equation 1, parallel efficiency
does not take into account the energy cost of scaling.
Therefore, in order to make comparative decisions about
energy efficiency scaling across a variety of design points, a
metric that considers performance, energy, and the number
of replicated resources is needed. To address this need, we
propose EDP Scaling Efficiency (EDPSE).

EDPSE is defined as:

EDP Scaling Efficiency =
EDP1 × 100

N × EDPN
(2)

EDP1 is the EDP of one processor, N is the number of
processors in the scaled configuration and EDPN is the
EDP of N processors. Extending the rationale of parallel
efficiency (Equation 1), EDPSE is designed to measure the
fraction of linear EDP scaling that is realized in a particular
design. In a design that achieves linear performance speedup,
strong scaling with N processors would reduce execution
time (or delay) by a factor of N , while keeping the energy
consumption constant; this would lead to an EDPSE of
100%. If performance achieves sub-linear scaling or energy
consumption increases as the GPU design grows, both
factors will reduce the design’s EDPSE1.

EDPSE can also be extended to provide different relative
weights to performance and energy factors, reflecting dif-
ferent design priorities for a given architecture. In general,
if an energy delay combination that takes the ith power of
delay i.e. EDiP is deemed to be the metric of interest, then

1It is possible to achieve an EDPSE that is greater than 100% in cases
of super-linear speedup or a decrease in energy.

EDiPSE can be defined as:

EDiPSE =
EDiP1 × 100

N i × EDiPN
(3)

where EDiP1 and EDiPN are the EDiP metric with one
and N processors, respectively.

For GPU architects, evaluating designs based on EDPSE
provides a relatively simple metric to understand the scaling
efficiency achieved by future designs. Simply put, the higher
the EDPSE, the better the design. Considering the growing
significance of energy efficiency in today’s datacenters and
personal computers, we believe that GPU architects of the
future will have to satisfy EDPSE design thresholds (e.g.
50%) to justify hardware improvements.

IV. GPUJOULE: A GPU ENERGY ESTIMATION
FRAMEWORK

Having defined an appropriate metric to reason about
the scaling efficiency of multi-module GPUs, we now
present our instruction based energy estimation framework
for GPUs, called GPUJoule, that feeds into our EDPSE
analyses. GPUJoule is based on publicly available informa-
tion about GPU architectures to provide an accurate and
reproducible estimation of GPU energy consumption. Its
design leverages the insight that the total energy consump-
tion of a GPU is the sum of the energy consumption of
each instruction executed on the GPU, plus any constant
overheads within the GPU.

For example, say a GPU is capable of executing compute
instructions of type 1, 2, ...Nc and generates memory trans-
actions of type 1, 2, ...Nm across the various levels of the
memory hierarchy. To predict the total energy consumption
of the GPU, we can thus estimate the Energy-Per-Instruction
(EPI) and Energy-Per-Transaction (EPT) for both GPU
pipeline instructions and memory system operations, while
knowing very little about the specific microarchitectural
implementation of the GPU itself. Utilizing the EPI and EPT
information, the energy consumption of the GPU is predicted
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as follows:

EGPU =

c=Nc∑
c=1

(EPIc × ICc) +

d=Nm∑
m=1

(EPTm × TCm) +

(EPStall × stalls) +

(Const_Power × Execution_Time) (4)

EPIc and ICc represent the energy-per-instruction and
instruction count of compute instruction of type ‘c’, respec-
tively. Similarly, EPTm and TCm represent the energy-
per-transaction and transaction count of memory transaction
of type ’m’. EPStall and stalls represent the energy-per-
stall of a compute lane stall and number of lane stalls,
respectively which together account for the varying degree
of parallelism in the GPU applications. Const_Power is
the baseline idle power of the GPU which accounts for the
power consumed by voltage regulators, the power delivery
network, I/O to the host, and the static power of the GPU.

Figure 3 shows the modeling framework of GPUJoule.
Before diving into the specifics of each step we provide a
high level overview of the broad GPUJoule workflow. At a
high level, GPUJoule uses an exhaustive set of microbench-
marks to stress the execution of different GPU instructions
in isolation 1 , while also utilizing the GPU’s parallelism
to average the behavior of each instruction across thousands
of iterations and all compute units (also known as SMs)
in the system. Similarly, the memory microbenchmarks
are carefully designed to isolate accesses and cause data
movement between different levels of the GPU memory
hierarchy. These microbenchmarks allow us to derive EPIc
and EPTm values for individual native ISA (PTX) instruc-
tions. The EPI and EPT estimates then combine with the
compute instruction and memory transaction event counts to
constitute the initial GPUJoule energy model 2 . GPUJoule
then iteratively improves upon the initial microbenchmark
suite using two validation steps. First we design a set of syn-
thetic microbenchmarks that combine different instruction
types and correlate the modeled and measured energy values
from real hardware to expose any coverage or instruction
interaction issues overlooked in the initial microbenchmark
design process 3 . Finally, we validate the energy model by
correlating the modeled and measured energy for real GPU
applications 4 . Overall, GPUJoule’s estimation and valida-
tion process is fairly comparable to prior works that focus
on instruction-based energy estimation in the server [27],
mobile [28], and many-core architecture [26] domains but
adjusted for the unique properties of GPU architectures.

A. Micro-Benchmark Construction

Modern GPUs support many native general purpose com-
putation and data movement instructions such as ADD, MUL,

Algorithm 1 Compute instruction microbenchmark example
- FMA instruction

1: procedure FMA-KERNEL(res,N ) . Location for
result and number of iterations

2: . Declare and initialize registers

__asm volatile(

“ .reg .f32 %r1;′′

“ mov.f32 %r1, k1;′′

...);

3: for i = 0 To i < num_iterations do .
Benchmark ROI operation

__asm volatile(

“fma.rn.f32 %r3, %r1, %r3, %r2;′′

...);

4: end for
5: end procedure

SQRT, AND [29]. Depending on the instruction and data
type, each instruction will utilize a variety of functional
units. To extract the energy expenditure across all instruc-
tions, we develop two classes of microbenchmarks; compute
microbenchmarks that work at the PTX ISA level, and
data movement microbenchmarks that move data between
different levels of the GPU memory hierarchy.

The compute microbenchmarks are designed to execute
a particular instruction repeatedly so that the steady state
power and energy consumption of the instruction execution
can be determined. When designing these benchmarks we
intentionally disable compiler optimizations and use in-
lined assembly to ensure that our benchmarks are faithfully
executed on the hardware. Algorithm 1 shows an example
microbenchmark designed to stress an FMA instruction. In
each benchmark, we first declare and initialize the registers
(line 2) used by the microbenchmark before the region-of-
interest (ROI) of the microbenchmark is reached. In the ROI
of the microbenchmark (lines 3 and 4) the instruction of
interest is executed on the GPU iteratively and the corre-
sponding power and energy consumption are measured using
NVIDIA provided power measurement tools. Microbench-
marks similar to Algorithm 1 have been developed for all
compute instructions in the PTX ISA.

To stress the data movement operations that fetch data
from different levels of the GPU memory hierarchy such as
shared memory, L1 cache, L2 cache, and the DRAM, a dif-
ferent type of benchmark is needed. These microbenchmarks
are designed to first initialize a data set that completely
fits within the particular level of the memory hierarchy
(for which specifications are typically publicly available),
and then consistently access the data set within that level.
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NVIDIA Tesla K40
Architecture Kepler
Process node 28nm

SM count 15

Shared memory/L1
cache

16KB/48KB,
32KB/32KB,
48KB/16KB

L2 cache 1.5MB
DRAM 12GB, 280 GB/s

(a) Important specifications of the GPU.
EPI/EPT

[nJ]
Energy per
bit [pJ/bit]

PTX Instructions
32b float ADD, MUL,

FMA
0.06, 0.05,

0.05 N/A

32b int ADD, SUB 0.07, 0.07 N/A
32b bitwise AND, OR,

XOR
0.06, 0.06,

0.06 N/A

32b float SINE, COS 0.10, 0.10 N/A
32b int MUL, MAD 0.13, 0.15 N/A

64b float ADD, MUL,
FMA

0.15, 0.13,
0.16 N/A

32b float SQRT, LOG2,
EXP2, RCP

0.02, 0.03,
0.08, 0.31 N/A

Data Movement Transactions
Shared Memory to

Register File 5.45 5.32

L1 Cache to Register File 5.99 5.85
L2 Cache to L1 Cache 3.96 15.48
DRAM to L2 Cache 7.82 30.55

(b) Energy of operations as measured on real HW.

Table I: The NVIDIA Tesla K40 experimental GPU.

In order to isolate the data movement operations, we
employ pointer-chasing microbenchmarks similar to prior
works [27], [28]. To account for the nuances of the GPU
execution model, we ensure that memory accesses originat-
ing from a warp can be coalesced to a single cacheline. We
also ensure accesses stress the right level of the memory
hierarchy by managing warp-level and thread-block level
data locality as needed. For example, when stressing the
L2 cache, we ensure there are no hits due to inter-warp or
intra-warp locality in the L1 caches. By combining both SM
pipeline stalls and data transfer energies, our model takes
into consideration the energy impact of memory divergence.
Our model doesn’t take into account the effect of control
divergence though, due to unavailability of performance
counters that reflect partial SM pipeline utilization.

B. Generating Energy Estimates

In this work we choose to validate GPUJoule using a
NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU [30] for which specifications are
provided in Table Ia. We use the NVIDIA management
library (NVML) [31] to query the on-board power sensor
and look at the steady state power consumption incurred
by different microbenchmarks to discern the EPI and EPT
values for this GPU. The EPI for an instruction is computed
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(b) Energy estimation errors for real GPU Applications.

Figure 4: GPUJoule energy estimation accuracy. Comparison
of energy estimations with hardware measurements on the
Tesla K40 GPU.

as following:

EPI =
(Poweractive − Poweridle)× Exec. T ime

Num. of Instructions
(5)

The EPT for data transfer operations is similarly determined.
1) Energy Per Instruction Estimates: Table Ib shows the

EPI values for GPU compute instructions and the EPT values
for GPU memory system transactions. We observe that
the energy consumption of GPU pipeline instructions have
some variability depending on the instruction type and that
both data type and width, perhaps unsurprisingly, affect the
energy expended per operation. We can see that the energy
cost of moving data from the shared memory or L1 cache
to the registers is much lower than among other component
of the memory hierarchy. Also, per bit energy expenditure
increases as the data is brought from farther levels of the
memory hierarchy. Moving data from the DRAM to the
register file costs nearly 10× the energy of moving data from
L1 cache/shared memory to the register file, and delivering
data to a floating point unit from the DRAM expends 80×
the energy of performing the computation on that data.

2) GPUJoule Validation to Silicon: To validate the en-
ergy estimates against silicon, we leverage the validation
microbenchmarks shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, we use
an additional set of 18 GPU applications from Rodinia [32]
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and the CORAL benchmark suite [33], summarized later
in Table II. Figure 4a shows the accuracy observed for
the different microbenchmarks with mixed instruction types.
We see that the energy estimation error is within +2.5%
and -6% indicating GPUJoule has good fidelity compared
to real hardware on a per instruction basis. Figure 4b
shows the end-to-end relative error in energy estimation
for our entire workload suite. While the correlation is very
good for most benchmarks, with a 9.4% mean absolute
error across all benchmarks, we see that four applications
experience an absolute error >30%. For applications such
as RSBench and CoMD, we find the utilization of the
memory subsystem is very low and the GPUJoule energy
model may underestimate memory energy consumption. In
BFS and MiniAMR applications the prediction inaccuracies
are largely due to the limitations of the on-board power
sensor. These applications have many short duration kernel
invocations (100s of microseconds long), and the resolution
of the on-board power sensor (15ms refresh period [34]) is
not fine enough to capture the kernel power consumption
with high precision. While we could have introduced fudge
factors to try and improve the correlation of all outliers,
that would reduce the generality of our model and its
appropriateness for GPU scalability studies.

3) Applicability to Other GPUs: The GPUJoule method-
ology has been designed to be easily applicable to any cur-
rent or future GPUs. By utilizing simple microbenchmarks
created for the publicly available set of PTX instructions and
data movement instructions, GPUJoule’s energy model can
be easily regenerated for any GPU of interest. Furthermore,
as we leverage the higher level PTX (and not SASS)
instructions’ EPIs and EPTs as basic building blocks, the
GPUJoule methodology has specifically been designed to be
microarchitecture agnostic without loss of fidelity. Although
the specific EPI and EPT values might change depending
on the advances in the process nodes or microarchitectural
features, the overall accuracy of the GPUJoule energy model
can be expected to be similar to what we have demonstrated
here. Due to its generality, GPUJoule can become a handy
tool for various GPU architecture and system architecture
explorations. Therefore, we have open-sourced GPUJoule
and made it available for the broader research community.

V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND THE
FUTURE OF MULTI-MODULE GPUS

In this section we lay out the final details of our method-
ology and simulated multi-GPM architecture. Then using
GPUJoule and EDPSE, we perform a detailed analysis of
the energy efficiency and performance scalability of several
multi-module GPU configurations. We identify the key lim-
itations affecting both energy and performance scaling and
explore the solution space on the road to efficient scaling
using multi-module GPUs.

Benchmark Input Abbr. Cat.
Back

Propagation [32] 65536 BPROP C

B+Tree [32] 1 Million BTREE C
Classic Molecular

Dynamics [33] 49 bodies CoMD C

Hotspot [32] 1024x1024 Hotspot C
Lulesh [33] Unstrc Mesh LuleshUns C

Path Finder [32] 1 Million PathF C
RSBench [33] 1 Million RSBench C

SRAD (v1) [32] 100, 0.5,
502, 458 Srad-v1 C

Adaptive Mesh
Refinement [33] 15,000 MiniAMR M

Breadth First
Search [32] Graph1MW BFS M

Kmeans
clustering [32] 819200 Kmeans M

Lulesh [33] size 150 Lulesh-150 M
Lulesh [33] size 190 Lulesh-190 M

Nekbone
solver [33] size 12 Nekbone-

12 M

Nekbone
solver [33] size 18 Nekbone-

18 M

Mini Contact [33] Mas1_2 MnCtct M
SRAD (v2) [32] 2048x2048 Srad-v2 M

Stream Triad [35] 226 elements Stream M

Table II: GPU applications and their inputs. C: Compute
intensive, and M: Memory bandwidth intensive benchmarks.

A. Experimental Methodology

In this work, we integrate GPUJoule energy model with an
NVIDIA proprietary, cycle-level, trace driven GPU perfor-
mance simulator. The simulator faithfully models key GPU
features such as warp and thread-block scheduling, warp-
level parallelism and latency tolerance, the presence of a
multi-level memory hierarchy, software based coherence of
private caches, and memory and interconnect bandwidths.
We utilize a subset of 14 workloads (all, except BFS,
LuleshUns, MnCtct, and Srad-v1) selected from Table II that
have enough inherent parallelism to fill a GPU with 32× the
capability of our basic GPU module building block.

1) Simulated Architecture: Our simulations configure a
basic GPM to be similar to an NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. The
simulated basic GPU module comprises 16 SMs equipped
with a 32 KB L1 cache each, a shared L2 cache of 2 MB, and
one HBM [36] memory stack with the DRAM bandwidth
of 256 GB/s (see the 1-GPM configuration in Table III and
Figure 5(a)). The GPMs are expected to be individually
smaller than the largest GPUs available today [37] because
smaller die sizes yield significant cost and yield advantages
for manufacturers [9], [38]. Our GPUJoule energy model
has been purposely trained on the Tesla K40 GPU to
increase the confidence of our projections and we note
that because the compute to memory bandwidth ratio has
remained relatively similar across GPU generations [2],
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Configuration 1-GPM 2-GPM 4-GPM 8-GPM 16-GPM 32-GPM
Number of Modules 1 2 4 8 16 32

Total SM count 16 32 64 128 256 512
L1 cache per SM 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB 32 KB

Total L2 cache 2 MB 4 MB 8 MB 16 MB 32 MB 64 MB
Total DRAM Bandwidth 256 GB/s 512 GB/s 1024 GB/s 2048 GB/s 4096 GB/s 8192 GB/s

Table III: Simulated multi-module GPU configurations.

Configuration Inter-GPM
BW

Inter-GPM to
DRAM BW

Integration
Domain

1x-BW 128 GB/s 1:2 on-board
2x-BW 256 GB/s 1:1 on-package
4x-BW 512:GB/s 2:1 on-package

Table IV: Simulated per-GPM I/O bandwidth.

[4], [37]; the conclusions drawn with our configurations
should be applicable to multi-module GPUs with larger and
more capable GPMs, as long as the baseline ratios between
compute throughput, DRAM bandwidth, and I/O bandwidth
do not change dramatically for a given GPM.

As shown in Table III, we scale the number of GPU
modules in the system from 1–32. For the multi module
configurations, we employ distributed thread-block schedul-
ing and first touch page placement to capture data locality
within the GPMs, as proposed in prior works [5], [8].
In-line with these prior multi-module works, in 2-GPM
configurations and beyond we move the L2 cache from
being a memory-side cache to become a module-side cache,
and the GPMs are interconnected in a ring topology. We
evaluate three different per-GPM I/O bandwidth settings.
The inter-GPM bandwidths are configured in relation to the
available local GPM DRAM bandwidth (see Figure 5(b)).
The different bandwidth settings are as shown in Table IV,
representing inter-GPM bandwidth that is 2× lower, equal,
and 2× larger than local GPM DRAM bandwidth. For
example, current NVIDIA Volta GPUs support a on-board
inter-GPU to DRAM bandwidth ratio of 1:3. In this analysis
we assume a slightly improved I/O to DRAM bandwidth
ratio of 1:2 (called 1x-BW), to reflect future on-board
integration capabilities. Similarly, a bandwidth ratio of 1:1
(called 2x-BW) reflects current projections for on-package
I/O bandwidth used by Arunkumar et al. [5] and the 2:1
ratio (called 4x-BW) corresponds to higher on-package BW
settings that may become available through use of next
generation signaling technologies [23].

2) Energy Model Considerations: Given that each GPM
in our multi-module designs is similar to the Telsa K40
GPU, we can expect the power consumption of the multi-
module GPUs to be a linear multiple of the power of the
K40 GPU (before considering any power reductions brought
by newer process nodes or power management techniques
such as DVFS, power/clock gating etc.) Thus it follows that
the vast majority of the EPI and EPT parameters can be
used directly from GPUJoule, as described in Section IV. To
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Figure 5: (a) Architecture details of the simulated 1-GPM
GPU and the basic GPU Module. (b) A 2-GPM GPU
configuration, inter-GPM BW is configured relatove to lo-
cal memory bandwidth (4-32 GPMs points are configured
similarly.

accurately reflect future architectures we augment the energy
model to reflect the use of HBM (vs GDDR5 memory) and
the inclusion of signaling overheads for on and off package
links. Specifically we use the published energy costs of
GDDR5 and HBM technologies [39] to approximate the
DRAM to L2 cache energy cost of 21.1 pJ/bit for the GPU
system with HBM and we use the published [23] energy
costs of on-package integration as 0.54 pJ/bit, and estimate
10 pJ/bit for on-board links though we later discuss the
implications of this link potentially having up to 4× this
energy overhead.

On-board integration of discrete GPM components comes
with many per-GPM static energy overheads including volt-
age regulators, fans, system I/O, etc. To model on-board
integration, we scale the static energy component linearly
with the number of GPMs. As we will show later in this sec-
tion, we can assume that certain on-platform components can
be shared across multiple GPMs on package however. Thus
we scale only part of the measured static energy per GPM
with the number of GPMs, we term this Constant Energy
Amortization. To account for constant energy amortization
under on-package integration, we assume that only 50% of
the original per-GPM constant energy grows linearly with
the number of GPMs. We also study the sensitivity to this
parameter later in Section V-C.

B. Understanding Energy Efficiency

Figure 6 shows the EDPSE of future GPU designs as they
scale the number of GPMs, using an on-package integra-
tion domain. We observe that compute intensive workloads
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Figure 6: EDPSE of compute intensive, memory intensive,
and all workloads, for baseline on-package configuration
(2x-BW).

achieve significantly higher EDPSE than their memory in-
tensive counterparts. In fact, compute intensive workloads
achieve an EDPSE that is higher than 100% for small GPM
counts, as these workloads are able to leverage the increased
caching resources and reduce their dependence on memory
bandwidth, while incurring negligible or low energy costs.

A second trend is that EDPSE starts to decrease dra-
matically at high GPM counts. Maximum EDPSE achieved
(when averaged across all workloads) is 94% in the 2-
GPM configuration, and decreases to 36% with 32 GPMs.
We find this is primarily due to the NUMA bandwidth
limitations that are amplified when growing the number of
GPMs in a ring topology. Extending the commonly used
parallel efficiency threshold of 50% to EDPSE, we observe
that on-package multi-module GPUs may start running into
energy efficiency limitations when scaled beyond 16 GPMs.

To understand the decreasing EDPSE values we analyzed
the speedup and energy consumption at each scaling step.
Figure 7 shows the incremental speedup and energy increase
compared to the preceding point, as the number of GPMs
is scaled. We observe that the incremental speedup achieved
at each scaling step decreases, sometimes dramatically. For
example, scaling from the the 1-GPM to 2-GPM configu-
ration achieves 86.8% speedup, whereas scaling from the
16-GPM to the 32-GPM achieves only 47% speedup. We
note, our experiments on the same set of applications on
similarly equipped hypothetical monolithic GPU achieves
80.8% speedup when scaling from the 16-GPM to 32-GPM
point. We conclude that the observed performance penalty
can primarily be attributed to the NUMA-related bottlenecks
of multi-module GPUs.

Figure 7 also demonstrates the growing relative energy
cost at each scaling step across a range of metrics available
in the GPUJoule energy model. Scaling from the 16-GPM
to 32-GPM configuration results in a 15.7% increase in
energy consumption. Further analyzing the sources of energy
growth at each step, we observe that when we first scale
from the 1-GPM to 2-GPM configuration, the energy cost
associated with new NUMA architecture becomes immedi-
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Figure 7: Performance speedup (left axis) and energy in-
crease (right axis), compared to each preceding multi-GPM
configuration. Energy consumption is broken down by com-
ponent.

ately visible in the form of increased DRAM to L2 cache
energy consumption. However, due a slight super-linear
performance speedup in some benchmarks and a reduction in
constant energy overhead (as redundant components can be
eliminated via on-package integration) this additional data
movement energy overhead is mostly offset. As a result, the
2-GPM configuration experiences only a minor decrease in
EDPSE overall.

Unfortunately, as the number of GPMs grows the energy
consumption grows significantly. Some of this energy in-
crease comes from the increase in L2 -> L1 data movement
as L1 cache locality is lost by spreading the thread blocks
over larger number of SMs. However the dominant source of
energy increase happens to be the constant energy overhead.
Analysis shows that this unfortunate effect is associated
with an increasing number of GPM pipeline stalls (GPMs
being idle and waiting on remote memory access) due to
increased inter-module bandwidth pressure at large GPM
counts. This, in turn, increases the relative contribution of
static energy and also contributes to the sharp decline in
EDPSE. We conclude that as module based GPU designs
become commonplace, NUMA effects and specifically inter-
GPM bandwidth will be the primary challenge in achieving
future GPU energy efficiency.

C. Optimizing for Energy Efficiency

Interconnect Bandwidth
Thus far, we have evaluated multi-module GPUs using
the on-package integration domain. However the integration
domain alone does not determine the inter-GPM bandwidth
that is available and architect’s implementation choices, may
also change the available bandwidth by 2×, either lower
or higher. Figure 8 shows the impact of using different
interconnect bandwidths across both on-package and on-
board integration domains as described in Table IV. Inter-
module bandwidth has pronounced effects on EDP scaling
efficiency, and at high GPM counts, EDPSE improves by
a factor of 3 when inter-module bandwidth increases by a
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Figure 8: EDPSE as a function of interconnect bandwidth
settings.

factor of 4. This supports our conclusions that providing
adequate levels of inter-module bandwidth is going to be the
most important factor in maintaining high levels of energy
efficiency in future multi-module GPUs.

Interconnect Energy
As the number of GPMs in future GPUs grow, the amount
of data that is transferred on the inter-module links will
increase. Common architectural practice places significant
importance on reducing the intrinsic energy cost of inter-
connect technologies. Yet Figure 7 indicates that the overall
GPU energy growth in high module-count systems that can
be attributed to this increased data movement is relatively
low (the “inter-module” stack in Figure 7). To delve deeper,
we performed a point study on the GPU’s overall energy
sensitivity to increased inter-module interconnect energy
consumption, while leaving bandwidth unchanged.

Using the 32-GPM design in an on-board integration
domain (described as 1x-BW), we increased the per/bit
interconnect energy cost by a factor of 2× and 4× over the
baseline (10 pJ/bit). We observe that even with a 4× increase
in the interconnect energy cost, the net impact on the EDPSE
is below 1%. This is a significant result, when you consider
that there is nearly a 2× improvement in EDPSE when
doubling the inter-module bandwidth from the 1x-BW to
2x-BW configurations (Figure 8). We conclude that, counter
to design trends in monolithic GPUs, multi-module GPU
architects should not focus on driving down the intrinsic
energy cost of interconnect technologies, but instead work
towards maximizing bandwidth density, even at the expense
of per bit transfer energy. The right architectural trade off
may in fact be to prefer the highest bandwidth interconnect
available, regardless of energy cost, because it leads to the
highest possible global EDPSE. For example, our analysis
shows that if the 4× higher interconnect energy cost could be
used to achieve 2× higher interconnect bandwidth, it would
cause 8.8% increase in EDPSE for a 32-GPM design.

Impact of Integration Domain
On-package integration comes not only with improved in-
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Figure 9: EDPSE for on-board ring and switched intercon-
nection networks

terconnect technologies that enable significant bandwidth
advantages, but also the opportunities to reduce constant
energy overheads. Tighter on-package integration of GPMs
provides an opportunity to share the previously per-GPM
energy burden of various on-platform components such as
cooling, power delivery, etc. Because at high GPM counts,
SM idle time, and thus constant energy overheads is a
significant factor in overall energy efficiency, the effect of
overhead amortization among on-package GPMs can be
significant. We analyze a hypothetical 32-GPM system using
on-package integration (with a 2x-BW configuration) where
fixed energy overheads can not be amortized or amortized at
a 50% rate, as described in Section V-A2. When compared to
having no amortization, on-package integration achieves an
impressive 22.3% decrease in absolute energy consumption
and 8.1% increase in EDPSE. If the assumed amortization
rate is reduced to 25% for example, then the energy saving
would reach 10.4% on average compared to having no
amortization at all, with a 3.5% increase in EDPSE.

Impact of an On-Board High-Radix Switch
To alleviate the impact of low inter-module bandwidth in
on-board integration scenarios, GPU manufacturers have
recently introduced high-bandwidth and high-radix switch
chips for these systems [6], [7], [22]. Compared to ring
topologies, switched networks reduce the number of hops
between source and destination, reducing the inter-module
bandwidth congestion, despite the inter-GPU link bandwidth
values remaining unchanged. Figure 9 shows the EDPSE
achieved for on-board multi-module GPUs in the presence
of a switched network.2 We see that the introduction of a
switch over a basic ring topology can improve EDPSE by
nearly 2× in the 32-GPM case, despite no change in the
actual link bandwidth. This further underscores the impor-
tance of reducing NUMA-related inter-module bandwidth
bottlenecks at all cost, not just via increased link bandwidth,
but also via network topology innovations.

2We assume an additional 10 pJ/bit data movement energy cost through
the switch.
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D. Decomposing EDSPE Improvements

While we have studied the energy efficiency trends using
EDPSE metric, it is important to note that similar trends
— diminishing energy efficiency with increasing number
of modules — will be apparent with other metrics that
rely on ED2 or performance/watt as well. It is also very
important to be cognizant of the risks in focusing only on
metrics that combine power, energy and performance, as
each individual constraint can be overlooked by designers.
Therefore, understanding the relative contributions of en-
ergy and performance into the combined metric is equally
important. Figure 10 summarizes the absolute speedup and
energy expenditure across all GPM counts, and at all three
bandwidth configurations. This data takes into account the
aforementioned optimization allowing amortization of con-
stant energy across all GPMs when moving from on-board
(1x-BW) to on-package domains (2x-BW and 4x-BW), but
still assumes a ring topology in all integration domains. As
we scale the number of GPMs, we can see that at a higher
number of modules (GPM-8, 16, and 32), the achieved
speedup is primarily associated with improvements in inter-
GPM bandwidth. So significant is this effect, that a 16-GPM
design with 2x-BW will outperform a 32-GPM design with
only half the inter-module bandwidth, while expending just
half the energy. In fact, a 32-GPM system configured with
just 1x-BW (in an on-board domain) can reduce the energy
required to compute a fixed size problem by doing nothing
other than increasing the inter-GPM bandwidth by a factor of
four, by 27.4% on average. Furthermore, if we subsequently
move the integration to on-package domain and take into
account the effect of constant energy amortization described
earlier, this energy reduction increases to 45% on average.

We conclude that improving inter-GPM interconnect tech-
nologies and topologies, along with less traditional ar-
chitecture measures, such as sharing the platform related
constant energy overheads across multiple GPMs will play
a crucial role in making strong scaling with multi-module
GPUs worthwhile from an energy efficiency point of view.
Our findings indicate, that GPU architects will have to

start making new design trade offs between interconnect
topologies, link bandwidth, link energy, integration domains
and to create opportunities to holistically share the overall
energy burden of the GPU most efficiently. At extreme
scales, architects may be forced to turn to extreme measures
such as reallocation of costly on-chip pin-outs to re-balance
local DRAM bandwidth versus inter-GPM bandwidth if the
ratio of local to remote memory access happens to skew
towards the latter.

E. Discussion

This work illuminates multiple key energy efficiency
trends in future multi-module GPUs. We identify that with-
out architecture and system level innovations, multi-module
GPUs will quickly run into energy efficiency concerns when
trying to scale performance at all costs. In light of these
observations, traditional approaches to energy efficiency
improvement within the GPU modules themselves will only
manifest as second order effects in the future. Our results
highlight the pressing need for future research to focus on
reducing the impact of the NUMA effects on multi-module
GPUs. While prior works have attempted to address similar
aspects in NUMA CPU systems [40], [41], [42], [43], tech-
niques appropriate for multi-module GPUs deserve a close
attention. Furthermore, techniques such as locality aware
thread-block (CTA) scheduling and data placement [5], [44],
sophisticated cache management strategies [8], [45], [46],
[47], [48], [49], [50], and data compression techniques [51],
[52], [53], [54], need to be re-applied not just within today’s
GPUs, but now among GPU modules. In addition, system-
level techniques that reduce the impact of constant power in
the presence of large number of GPU modules are going
to be crucial. Techniques such as integration technology
innovations, intelligent clock-gating and power-gating [55],
can improve energy efficiency of multi-module GPUs.

VI. RELATED WORK

GPU energy efficiency has been addressed in many prior
works [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [54], [48], [56], [57], [58],
[59], [60], [61]. However these works were done in context
of monolithic GPUs, and focused on minimizing energy
consumption through microarchitectural innovations. More
recently, Arunkumar et al. [5] and Milic et al. [8] found that
inter-module bandwidth plays a key role in the performance
scalability of multi-module GPUs but did not address energy
efficiency in their proposals. Vijayaraghavan et al. [9],
perform a first order characterization of performance, power,
and temperature using a specific multi-module GPU within
an exascale node architecture. However, they do not address
the scalability issues of multi-module GPUs.

Inspiring the design of GPUJoule, Wu et al. [62] design
a machine learning based power model that estimates the
power consumption of future chips. However, such ap-
proaches do not provide insights into the energy consump-
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tion trends and specific bottlenecks. To achieve that most
prior works take a bottom-up approach to power modeling;
such as Leng et al. [15] that use a cycle-level architecture-
level power model based on McPat [63]. Similarly, Guerreiro
et al. [34] have also proposed a DVFS-aware power model
for GPUs. Bottom up approaches have key advantages by
offering cycle-level power estimations and an understanding
of the power consumption of fine-grained microarchitectural
structures. However, as described in Section II, these and
other bottom-up power models [24], [64], [65], [66] are very
difficult to maintain and keep current.

Most similar to GPUJoule, Kestor et al. [27], Pandiyan
et al. [28] and Shao et al. [26] take top down approaches
to characterize the energy consumption of server, mobile,
and XeonPhi many-core processors respectively. Since these
models were developed for CPU-like processors, they can
not be easily re-applied to GPU, but reinforce the value of
the GPUJoule approach.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The future of GPU computing relies on scaling GPU
performance, using modular designs in an energy efficient
way. Our in-depth scalability analysis reveals three key find-
ings. First, we demonstrate that prior multi-module GPUs,
which only considered performance scalability are on track
to incur a 2× energy penalty in order to achieve that goal.
Second, our analysis reveals that the dominant factor leading
to energy in-efficiency is lack of inter-GPM bandwidth.
Insufficient inter-GPM bandwidth increases GPM idle time,
hampering performance scalability while simultaneously ex-
posing the relatively increasing overhead of constant energy
components in the system. Finally, we demonstrate how
an analysis-driven choice of interconnect technology, can
provide counter-intuitive results, and encourage architects
to make energy-inefficient choices locally (i.e. in the inter-
GPM interconnect) to help maximize energy efficiency glob-
ally. Using this analysis, we show that it is possible to reduce
future multi-module GPU energy consumption growth from
over 100% to just 10% (compared to a single GPU) while
improving strong scaling performance by a factor of 18×,
paving the way for further architectural enhancements that
will drive aggressive performance scaling, while not being
at odds with GPU energy efficiency.
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